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A Masters Project by Jill A. Tucker 
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INTRODUCTION 
To divide the world as between the aiding and the aided is both 
wrong and psychologically damaging. (1) 
The degree of cynicism which now surrounds and pervades the topic of 
American development aid to the Third World has perhaps reached an all-
time high. While well-intentioned practitioners in the field continue to 
work with dedication and diligence to implement effective and efficient 
development programs, they cannot. ignore the fact that thejr government. 
is supplying hundreds of millions of dollars in military aid to allied 
Third World nations: lhat population pressures and drought in Third World 
nations effect the price of beef in America; that military satellites 
violate national borders with impunity; indeed, that in an anxious and 
fretfully interdependent world their efforts may be shrounded by larger 
political and economic forces over which they and the populations with 
which they are working in the Third World, have little or no control. 
In addition to these realizations there is often disillusionment 
with aid agencies--not because the practitioners find themselves working 
with villains or fools or because they are skeptical of the motives which 
underlie these agencies' efforts, but because however hard they try, and 
however much effort they expend, they still often find themselves working 
within organizational structures with rules and restrictions which hamper 
and distort their initiatives and actions. 
Furthermore, it is true that the development "fads" which have come 
and gone during the past thirty years have been more numerous than 
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fruitful. Relief and recovery, investment, technical assistance, 
planning, education and training, institution-building, community 
development, political development, and population control (2) have all 
been invoked as vital "keys" to <level opment in the past. Yet three 
decades and billions of dollars later, a consensus about the true "key" 
to development has hardly been attained. 
My hope in this paper is to present an alternative to--although not 
necessarily a substitutE-> for·-traditional development strategies, which 
will encourage the disenchanted to look again, critically and 
analytically, at the development process, and t.o see that bureaucrat:ic 
aid structures and global political and economic forces need not always 
inhibit their efforts. 
Acceplinf~ the po~:it.ion that dcvclupmC'nt. aid, in principle, is 
desir·able, I intend to describe a radically different process through 
wh.ich cl.id can tw tnmsferred. This process, which I will loosely call 
"community links"-·-linking communities in the Third World with those in 
the First World--:is one with empirical integrity and an element of socia.1 
responsibility. Community links is also a process which depends to a 
large extent on the participation of ordinary people (not "development 
workers" per se) for its success. Furthermore, it is a process which 
strives toward reciprocity between the two coIIOllunities involved and which 
relies upon the human capacity for mutual understanding to achieve its 
goals. Community links is a process for the "hard-nosed utopian, not the 
bleeding heart, the bureaucrat or the businessman" (3) and above all, it 
is a process which can work. 
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Yet a number of serious challenges face the proponents of the 
community links approach. 
First, how can this approach transcend charity and the often naive 
American liberal tradition? Can "development education" or "global 
education" make a significant impact in increasing awareness and 
understanding of vital issues in Third World development, or are 
these just efforts to extend the geographical boundaries in which 
old assumptions, thoughts and theories will reign? 
Secondly, are these activites really self-help efforts on the part of the 
Third World community, or just "ventriloquized requests" (4) whereby 
foreign aid agencies see a need and convince a community that it 
should be fulfilled? 
Thirdly, can this approach truly obtain reciprocity, or is the language 
of "partnership" one more development sham? 
And lastly, what kinds of outcomes are realistically attainable by means 
of this approach? Are issues of power and control addressed? Do 
these efforts foster empowerment of Third World communities or 
merely provide them with a new well ? 
These and other issues wi lJ be cons i dE·recl through this study of 
three American organizations and one Australian organization currently 
employing the community links approach to Third World development. 
CONCEPT AND HISTORY 
It may be surprising to note that widespread awareness of the 
problems of underdevelopment is remarkably recent. The public debate, 
academic theorizing and existence of voluntary and official aid agencies 
and institutions devoted to Third World development are not much more 
than forty years old. Indeed, it is only since World War II that nations 
have, to any great extent, been administering official aid funds. Pre-
war investment in developing nations went almost exclusively to where it 
could bring the greatest economic return for the investor. Following 
World War II, aid became a response to urgent crisis. It was not until 
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the 1950's that aid was viewed as part of a long-range, deliberate 
attempt. to foster economic, poli licaJ and socj al development within the 
developing nations themselves. 
The history of coDDBunity links in America can be traced back to the 
mid-nineteenth century when partnerships between cities in the·United 
States and others (usually in Europe) were established for two main 
reasons: either the U.S. city was foW1ded by settlers from the foreign 
city, or the two cities happened t~ share the same name. 
After World War II, links that were established between American 
communities and those overseas were still primarily ci ly-to-city links 
and followed the example of larger relief efforts in that they were 
primarily gestures of material aid aimed at post-war reconstruction. The 
choices of cities with which to be linked were generally dictated either 
by the extent of devastation and need in the foreign ity, or the war 
role of the overseas town. 
By the 19!iO's, however, motivation for c:onnnunity links broarlened and 
gestures of relief generally became less of a theme in such affiliation 
efforts. For at least thirty years community links have been employed as 
realistic alternatives to other aid efforts: alternatives which allow 
people to "leap governments" (5) and become involved in Third World 
development while also learning about faraway nations and cultures. 
For the past three decades towns, cities, civic groups, schools, 
churches and businesses in the First World have helped to satisfy the 
needs of specific development projects in far-off nabons in Africa, Asia 
and Latin America, often forming alliances which allow them fairly direct 
participation in the development process while keeping to a minimum the 
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detrimental effects of outside intervention. Through identification w:ith 
a specific community or development project these First World communities 
feel that they no longer send dollars into a void. Rather, these efforts 
help these communities to "resist the temptation to say that the problems 
of the developing world are so enormous and.complex·that individuals and 
private sector organizations ... can do virtually nothing that can make a 
difference." (6) As Guy Gran states, hundreds of millions of desperately 
poor people are ''a reality from which the mind seeks to flee into 
escapist myths." (7) The rornmunity links approach to development reminds 
people that the inhabitants of Third World nations live in families, 
neighborhoods and conununilies much llke their own, and that by linking 
our communHies with those overseas, we can improve all of our lives in 
LanfriblP ways. 
WHAT COMMUNITY LINKS ARE NOT 
A definition has yet to be formul atcd whj ch mi ghi descr:i be the 
organizational structure and activities of those agencies purporting to 
promote conununity links. Recognizing that there is great var:iation among 
these organizations, it is sometimes helpful to describe them through 
comparison with other aid organizations, emphasizing how the community 
links approach differs from more traditional approaches. Some of these 
differences are enumerated below. The reader must be aware, however, 
that the description which this discussion yields is of the community 
links approach in its ideal form. In truth, none of the organizations 
studied satisfy all of these conditions. Nevertheless, the discussion 
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should highlite the main aspects of the community links approach which 
distinguish it from other approaches. 
Cost and Administrative Structure 
A diplomat once compared reform of the United Nations Development 
Program (UNDP) to the mating of elephants. "It is'on a high [evel, 
there is alot of trumpeting and stirring of dust, but any further 
development is at least 23 months away." (8) 
The comp]ex machinery which has been developed by bilateral and 
multilateral aid agencies to enable resources to be transmitted from 
"donor" to "recipient" is often completely absent in the community links 
appr·oach. Because the r·esoun::es being transferred from one conununi ty to 
anoiher are generally quite small, the community links approach is often 
able to avoid working with and through bureaucracies in both countries. 
furthermore, therP are usually no "middlemen", such as consultants, 
contractors atid advisors to add layers of complexity to this process. 
Larg(:•]y due· to the lack of such a burf>aucrat ic structure, agencies 
facilitating conununity links can establish partnerships which complete 
development projects al a fraction of the cost which other aid agencies 
would "charge." Indeed, most conununity links agencies promise that 100~.; 
of a community's contribution will be transferred directly to their 
partner community with nothing siphoned off to support administrative 
fees or overhead costs. Furthermore, these agencies are more likely to 
have the willingness and capability to finance development projects 
requiring small sums of money. This contrasts sharply with bilateral and 
multilateral aid schemes where the trend is to adopt large projects to 
minimize administrative work and expenses. 
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Motives and Purposes 
To take the politics out of aid is likely to put an end to 
the aid. ( 9) 
The motives underlying the community links approach to development, 
while appearing naive and romantic to some, are at least relatively 
consistent in their emphasis on the moral and ethical aspects of their 
activities. Rarely do they allow the mingling of the altruistic and the 
"practical" which so pervades the rhetoric of official government aid 
agencies. Indeed, it is this author's opinion that a moral concern with 
development and the promotion of national self--interest are too often 
incompatible for these to be accepted as viable and genuine motives for 
official aid agencies. It seems infinitely more naive to assume, as these 
agencies do, that philanthropy and national self-interest will coincide 
than to bel:ieve that programs based primarily on humanitarian motives, 
such as those of the community links approach, can survive and thrive. 
Furthermore,in contrast to governmental aid agencies and 
multilateral agencies receiving large donations through official 
channels, agencies promoting community links generally are allowed the 
freedom to work in countries from which the United States is expressly 
withholding official aid. Their efforts need not reflect the strategic 
and corporate interests of their country's government. Such a non-
political stance allows these organizations to carry out activites in, 
and further the knowledge in their countries about, ALL areas of the 
Third World--not just those regions or countries which happen to be 
favorably looked upon by their current government's administration. 
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Power; Self-Help 
United States foreign assistance fails to help the poor because it 
is of necessity based on one fundamental fallacy: that aid can 
reach the powerless even though channeled through the powerful. 
(10) 
Bilateral and multilateral aid schemes as they exist today largely 
reinforce the dominant position enjoyed by "donors" over "recipj.ents." 
In these cases aid becomes much less of a "gift-giving" activity than its 
name may imply, and more of a game in which recipients scramble to 
· satisfy tht:· conditions necessary to receive their "prize." This may lead 
to a lack of commitment to a project or program on the part of the 
recipjent since the donor is viewed as the driving force behind the 
effort. 
Thniugh the community links approach, the responsibility to 
initiate, implement and evaluate development programs is primarily the 
responsibil.ity of the Th:inl World community. Thus, the community bnks 
approach can avoid becoming a process which is controlled by and 
channeled through the rich. Instead, it is a process where both partners 
assume responsibility for aspects of the project to which they can 
contribute the most: 
... one provides the motivation, leadership and labor for change, 
the other the capital that cannot be raised locally. Both parties 
receive something of value for their contribution: one the 
resources it needs to complete the project, the other a more 
thorough understanding of the needs and processes of development in 
the Third World. (11) 
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Thus, in its ideal form, the community links approach to Third World 
development differs substantially from other, perhaps more widely known 
approaches. In general, it can be said that adherents to this approach 
would accept the following assumptions about cmmnuni ty links: 
1) Communities in the First World should be linked with those in 
the Third World who are actively engaged in self-help effortp in 
which initiative, planning, decision-making and responsibility for 
implementation of the projects remain in the hands of the local 
people. 
2) The relationship between the two communities should be viewed 
as a reciprocal one in which each partner gives and receives 
something of value. Specifically, the First World partner expects 
to become better educated by its Third World partner about life in 
the developing world. The relationship should furthermore be as 
direct as possible between the communities whereby transfers of 
communication and funds avo:i d being channel eel through an 
intermediary oi power structure of any kind. 
3) Assistance programs which arr· l:inked lo a government's foreign 
policy objectives or militar·y considerations will be hampered in 
terms of the nations in which they can be involved 3s well as the 
nature of the activites which can be carried out in those 
countries. Therefore -the community links approach should avoid 
situations which allow for government influence and sanctions over 
their acb vi les. 
4) Community links can be most effective and should focus their 
efforts on projects which directly benefit the most needy in the 
developing world. In most instances this will translate into 
community links projects which involve small-scale, grassroots 
development efforts rather than large--scale infrastructure 
development projects such as the building of airports, power 
stations, communications systems, etc. 
ORGANIZATIONS PROMOTING CO!\NUNITY LINKS 
Until recent years, proponents of the community links approach to 
development were regarded as utopian, eccentric or hopelessly idealistic. 
Their contributions to Third World development were regarded as mere 
tinkerings, effecting only marginal adjustments in the lives of a very 
small number of people. Indeed, the community links approach, like any 
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other, cannot claim to be able to rectify all inequities or to mee1 al] 
the needs of Third World peoples. Yet i.n this sect ion we will study the 
activites of four such organizations and begin to assess what their 
contributions have been to Third World development. 
It should be noted that each of these organizations represents one 
particular "variation'' on the theme of conununity links which has been 
described in the previous pages. Although all of the organizations fall 
under the general rubric of those promoting conununity links, each also 
deviates from the jdeal in particular ways. 
In order to mor·e easily evaluate the activites of the organizations, 
each wi11 be studied in terms of lhtj same five dimensiions. Thf:'sP 
dimensions are: 
1) Tht· st:ited go~\ls of lht· organization .:ind the exteri; of iheir 
their achievement of these. 
0
' The l)7es of devc·lopment projects in which the organization engages 
and the types of populations which it reaches in the Third World. 
3) The educational component of their activities for citizens of the 
First World. 
4) ThE' orgcmization's affiliation wt!h a national government. 
5) The extent to which partnerships between communities are reciprocal. 
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Sister Cities International 
What we seek is a dialogue. To have the people of one town speak 
directly to the people of another, and from that initial contact, 
to grow and to experience and to learn. There are those who would 
suggest that in the magnitude of our cataclysmic anxiety, linking 
two cities may seem only a little contribution. But a man's 
horizons extend as far as his own vision. As Anatole France put 
it: "It is better to understand a little than to niisunderstabd 
alot." (12) 
What is a city but the people? {13) 
In 1956 President Dwight D. Eisenhower formed a program called 
"People to People" ~·h:ich gradually evolved into what is nm .. called 
"Sister Cities International", or "SCI": one of the oldest, largest and 
most we1 .!--known organizations promoting community links in Ame den. 
Indeed, the variety and geographic dispersion of SCI's activities are 
impressive. By the time of the organization's 25th Anniversary in 1981, 
720 TJ.S. cities were matched with over 1,000 communities around the world 
in 77 countries. (14) Nearly h21lf of those n.s. cit:ies are linked with 
cities in the developing world. 
SCI's activities encompass quite a bit more them just the linking of 
conununities. In addition to their· coordination of official city links, 
they al.so help to facilitate other programs such as travel exchanges for 
students, teachers and journalists, school affiliation programs, training 
workshops and seminars, technical assistance programs, a research and 
information service and a national youth program. 
Perhaps to acconnnodate such a wide range of activities, their stated 
organizational goals are broad and sweeping. The original goal of the 
organization as enunciated by President Eisenhower, was simply, world 
peace. Eisenhower repeatedly stressed the people's need to supersede 
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governments in their efforts to achieve this ideal. Said the President: 
"Our most cogent diplomats cannot achieve peace without understanding, 
and understanding can only be reached through the hearts of people." (15) 
Eisenhower felt that in the long run, ordinary people could and would do 
more to promote peace than governments. "Indeed," he said, "I· think that 
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the people want peace so much that one of these days governments better 
get out of their way and let 'em have it." (16) 
Twenty-five years later, the fifth President of SCI, Richard G. 
Neuheisal, would echo the President's remarks, stating in no uncertain 
terms, "The goal is world peace." (17) The assumption seems to be that 
SCI activites can break down communications barriers, further global 
understanding and stimulate American citizens' concern about other areas 
of the world. These, in turn, will facilitate world peace. Thus, SCI's 
emphasjs js not. primari]y on Th:ird World development, but on much more 
general, perhaps lofty goals such as world peace. 
In accordance with this stated focus on increasing global awareness 
and understanding, a large portion of the organization's activities carry 
no specific component of Third World development, but focus entirely on 
educating Americans about the rest of the world. Not surprising, 
however, the amount of education which is yielded from an SCI link 
depends entirely upon how active a particular city's representatives are 
in furthering this goal. As the organization itself admits, "One eager 
person does not a global education program make. The cooperation of 
school, city and county administrators is vital to the survival and 
prosperity of educational exchanges." (18) Thus, without commitment by 
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these people and agencies, American cities linked with cities overseas 
may be connected in name only. 
Conversely, there are numerous examples of SCI educational programs 
which have made significant, impressive and long-term educational 
contributions. One example of such a link is the following: 
Baltimore, Maryland has four sister cities, one of these being with 
the city of Gbarnga, Liberia. Indeed, Baltimore and Gbarnga share 
historical and cultural ties dating from Liberia's 19th century founding 
by former American slaves. Today the link between the two cities is 
active despite a temparar·y setback following the Liberian coup in 1980. 
Liberian and African culture are taught at all levels (K-12) in the 
Baltimore school system. At least 82 schools have been involved in this 
program. Furthermore, in 1977 a Liberian school official spent a year in 
Baltimore working with teachers and administrators to develop this school 
curr:iculwn. In the summer of 1978, teachers from the Baltimore school 
system and professors from Morgan State University spent six weeks in 
Gbarnga. Each of these teachers was charged with the task of studying 
then preparing an instructional unit about Liberia in his or her field of 
expertise. 
The Baltimore/Gbarnga link does not end with a school affiliation 
program. A museum of Liberian artifacts has been built and a Liberian 
Awareness Week is staged each year. Furthermore, workshops on Liberian 
culture have been held as joint ventures among local colleges, 
universities and conununity organizations. 
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but salaries or consultancy fees are never included in such grants. 
Thus, technical expertise is always provided "free of charge" as part of 
the sister city exchange. 
The SCI-TAP program has quite specific boundaries concerning the 
types of projects it engages in and the populations it reaches. First, 
the program is only active in urban areas meaning that the majority of 
Third World citizens who live in rural areas may well remain unaffected 
by these projects. Furthermore, SCI-TAP generally works through 
established institutions, not communities of people, thus the assistance 
may often encouragt" development through :inst:i t ution-bui lding rat her than 
through self-help efforts which have the direct involvement of poor, 
oppressed populations. 
SCI's affil:iabon with the United States government appears to bt'. 
quite congenial. Along with a letter of commendation from President 
Reagan, both Charles Z. Wick, director of the United States International 
Communication Agency, (USICA), and M. Peter McPherson of the United 
States Agency for International Development, ( USA ID), contributed short 
articles in SCI's special 25th Anniversary magazine. However, it is 
interesting to note that the emphases of these two articles are quite 
different than those written by other SCI supporters. For instance, 
Wick's article begins with an interesting assumption that, 
... the sister city concept is based on the philosophy that our 
national interest is well served if cities in the United States, 
represented by their local elected officials and private citizens 
from all sectors of cornmuni ty life, can join together in mutual and 
long-term exchange relationships with cities in other countries. 
(20) 
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Beyond these educational activites, SCI does have a relatively 
small, but steadily expanding development component called the Technical 
Assistance Program, or SCI-TAP. First established in 1977, this program 
in technical "twinning" was meant to complement the overall SCI program. 
The stated goals of this aspect of SCI's operations are cautious and 
reserved: 
If done wisely and with an appreciation of their inherent 
differences, an exchange of technical expertise betwen cities in 
the United States and institutions in affiliated cities in 
developing countries can result in modest but significant 
improvements in the quality of life of disadvantaged people living 
in urban areas of those countries. (19) 
SCI-TAP differs from traditional technical assistance programs in a 
nwnber of ways. First, in most instances the city receiving technical 
assistance already has an established link with a sister city in the 
United States. Furthermore, the assistance which is provided does not 
cornl' from one i ndi viclLia1 ur "expert," but rather· a representative from an 
opernling institution in the U.S. which is actively engaged in the same 
or similar activities as the institution receiving technical assistance 
in the Third World. The relationship between the two institutions can be 
quite flexible and should be geared toward long-term cooperation. 
Thus far SCI-TAP projects have been carried out in a number of 
fields, such as public health, water and sanitation, vocational training 
and employment-generation, work involving the disabled, and small-scale 
energy development. In many cases, representatives from the Third World 
community have come to America for training. In other cases a 
representative from the U.S. city will travel to its sister city 
institution to provide on-site consultation. In this case the 
individual's travel and living expenses are paid for with SCI-TAP funds, 
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Likewise, McPherson stresses the importance of SCI's work to the U.S. 
national interest: 
Sister City International's work is also very important here at 
home. We have learned that continued progress in Third World 
development is of growing importance to our own domestic and 
international well-being. The United States has become 
increasingly dependent on developing countries for essential raw 
materials ... (21) 
In fact, Ronald Reagan is the organization's "Honorary Chairman" and 
thus appears in some capacity in several SCI publications. Indeed, the 
organization was started in 1956 as a government-sponsored program, had 
its first conference in 1958 sponsored by the United States Information 
Agency, (USIA), and has, through the yec1rs, received substantial 
government support through the Private Sector Office of USICA (formerly 
the Office of Private Coopenilion, CSIA,) and USAID. Slill, the 
organization maintains that this affiliation does not in any way 
influenu· sister city activites. Tt ic, true that active SCI linkages 
continue to exist in countries with which the U.S. government presently 
has dubious diplomatic ties, such as Nicaragua and Iran. Still, new links 
with cities in the developing world are, according to SCI staff member 
Richard Oakland, almost always identified with the help of the U.S. 
embassy in that country. It is reasonable to assume, then, that no new 
links will be established with--and thus no new SCI-TAP development 
projects initiated in--coW1tries where U.S. diplomatic relations are 
strained. 
Furthermore, SCI-TAP is almost fully USAID sponsored, (22) and thus 
must clearly adhere to the mandates of its fW1ding agency. So while 
educational and informational exchanges may be carried out through SCI 
with no or minimal government involvement, the organization's development 
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component, SCI-TAP, albeit a successful program, and in many ways unique, 
must be viewed as an extension of the United States government's 
development plan. 
It is difficult lo generalize as the the extent of reciprocity 
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reached between sister cities since in each instance exchanges take 
different and varied forms. For instance, in terms of SCI's school 
affiliation efforts, one of the "Seven Essential Components" of this 
program is the regular, planned exchange of articles from classroom-to-
classroom. These articles are usually simple and easily attainable items 
sw:h as drawing~., painltnis, letters, or other arlicles which students 
might normally produce during a regular school day. In other instances, 
huwc\·er, such ,,s the hu.i1c!inti: of Ha]timorc's Liberian museum, Uw 
exchange invu]v,?d artifacts and other large items. In return for these 
items Balt.imurc shipped desks, Looks and other school supplies to 
Gbarnga. Thus, items were exchanged in both cases. Whether or not this 
mul,e~; the relationship "reci.procal" is more difficult. to determine. 
In terms of its development component, SCI readily admits that the 
relationship between the two partners might. fall short of reciprocity: 
The number and nature of exchanges between the two cities is likely 
to. be unequal. The American city often responds to technical 
assistance issues, and receives in return cultural enrichment, but 
less direct contact with visiting members of its sister city 
community. (23) 
Thus, while American cities provide technical assistance to their 
overseas counterparts, what they receive in return usually takes the form 
of a cultural exchange. And who is to say that this type of exchange 
does not attain reciprocity? While the American city donates the 
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expertise of their technicians, the Thi.rd Wodd city shares an equall y  
valuable resource by educating these tech11icians and other Americans 
about their particular country and the realities of life in the 
developing world. In the long run a contribution such as this which may 
create long-lasting awareness might well be deemed more valuable than an 
infusion of technology which may soon be rendered obsolete. 
SCI, then, is the largest organization promoting community links in 
Amerjca, involving cihes wh:ich house over 90 million citizens. 
Nevertheless, their focus in the Third World is on citv links rather than 
links with rural communities, meaning U1at while over 70�.; of the 
population nf developing nations still lives in rural communities, SCI's 
e:-:chc1nge�� \.\'ilh the Third Wor.ld nccess:ll'dy cmTy an urban slant. 
Furl hermute, although SCI boasts that by ]986 over· 750 U.S. cities 
wen' involved in the program, certainly on]y a port ton of this total are 
actively engaged in ongoing exchanges. For example, although San 
F'1-ancisco and Manila havf? been linked as sister cities for many years, it 
was not until the overthrow of Ferdinand Marcos in 1986 that the majority 
of San Franciscans became aware--momentarily--of this link. 
In addition, SCI's technical assistance program is innovative in its 
use of experts (albeit not development "consultants") working within 
institutions which are currently engaged in the technical activity of 
interest, and their programs in this area have, thus far, met with a 
great deal of satisfaction on the part of both partners. Still, the 
program is one which is sponsored and cont.rolled by the United States 
government. (USAID) Essentially, SCI-TAP is a vehicle through which 
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government-to-government aid ran be transferred. Aid is thus flowing from 
the powerful to the "poorer powerful." 
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Peace Corps Partnership Program 
The vil]agers have often asked me what gift they might send to the 
people of America. I answer them, "the gift of knowing another way 
of life." (24) 
The Peace Corps Partnership Program, or PCPP, was started in 1964 as 
a complement to the larger Peace Corps program begun three years earlier. 
Americans working as Peace Corps volunteers would be able to assist the 
communities in which they were living and working through facilitating 
linkages with American groups :interested in helping to fund smnll-scale 
development projects. Preswnab ly, Amet-icans also benefit by becoming 
sponsors of these projects. Thf'Y "begin to learn more about another 
culture; another way of life. And, by looking at others and sharing in 
their den~] oprnent process, they ch sc:over more about. \vrrnt it mean!'; to be 
an American and citizen in today's inter·dependent wor·Jd." (25: 
The sL-d.ed r;oa]s uf PCPP ,ffe twofold: to help a Third Wodd 
community "meet a need which it has identified as important to its own 
development," (2C) and to "promote understanding of other people on the 
part of Americans.'' (27) In addition, underlying these goals, and by 
irnplicah on as a result of the name of the program, PCPP' s exchanges also 
are intended to promote peace. By stating, "Be a Peace Corps partner. Be 
about peace," (28) it is subtly implied that PCPP efforts not only help 
to complete locally-initiated self-help development projects, but that 
through fostering greater understanding among the communities jointly 
undertaking these projects, the program also engenders peace. 
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Although PCPP projects are said to address the problems of "hunger, 
disease and i 11 i teracy," ( 29) in fact th_e scope of their act j vi les 
includes much more than what might generally be subsumed under those 
headings. Their projects encompass a wide range of fields: agriculture, 
education, special education, income generation, health, energy, 
vocational education, and sanitation, to name a few. Requests for funds 
might be as small as a few hundred dollars or as large as $5, 000. Yet' all 
these projects, so varied in size and scope, fulfill a definite set of 
criteria. In submitting a proposal for a PCPP project, the Peace Corps 
volunteer must be able to show that: 
1) The project is community-initiated and di reeled: 
2) Th(' project meets c1 bas:ic community need; 
3) The conununity r~an pr-ovide at least 25~.; of the total project 
cost; 
4) If necessary, llilci-t' ts :1 suitab1<' Jul and clear ]and Lille; 
5) The project benefits women equally as it does men; 
G) The commun:i ly has reasonably exhaust r·d other mNrns of support. 
before applying to PCPP: 
71 Thr--re is a stab1C> in--country political and social environment 
which would allow completion and implementation of a project: 
8) Appropriate staff wi11 Le av,1tlable to implement the project; 
9) PCPP funds will be spent only for approved material purchases 
and the community fully realizes that there is no further 
obligation on the part of the G.S. partner, and 
10) The Peace Corps volunteer and the commurLi ty members agree to 
establish a cross-cultural exchange with the U.S. partner and 
to keep them informed of the project's progress. (30) 
Thus, the target populations for the program are Third World 
communities actively engaged in self-help projects in which they are 
contributing not only the motivation and planning needed to initiate the 
project, but the labor and a substantial portion of the financial need as 
well. However, PCPP projects can only be undertaken in countries and 
communities which have estabbshecl ljnks with the Peace Corps. Needy 
communities in countries where Peace Corps does not operate, or in 
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regions of countries where Peace Corps oper·ates but where a v0lunteer has 
not been posted, are generally not eligible to take part rn the program. 
Criteria #7 for PCPP projects, the requirement that there exist a 
"stable in-country political and social environment" is further evidence 
that an underlying goal of the program is peace--not necessarily justice. 
Thus, a project wh:ich assists a connnunity but perhaps also threatens a 
power structure within which the connnunity exists, would possibly not be 
accept.able in terms of these criteria. Furthermore, a conunun'ity 
initiative taking place in the context of larger societal changes which 
might render a country's political and soc:ial environment less than 
stable, might not find itself amenable to PCPP endorsement or· support. 
Of coursP a crucial aspect uf the PCPP program is the cultural 
exchange which is anti ipatr·<l belw~en the American community and their 
overseci~: counterpart. Gene nil] y the eduni Li on which Americans receive as 
a part of this exchange comes from three sources: 
1) describing in detail the project's 
progress and the impact that it is having and wi 11 have on the 
commun :it y ; 
2) Cross-cultural exchange packets including letters, music, photos 
and artifacts from the partner community, and 
3) Personal thank-you letters sent by conununity members to their 
American partners. 
Once again, how fruitful the exchange actually is and how much of an 
education the American community actually receives depends to a large 
extent upon how successful a particular partnership happens to be. 
Still, it should be noted that PCPP has often found sponsorship in 
American schools and school children. Their involvement in these 
projects is bound to provide them with a different type of education 
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about the Third World than that which can occasionally be found in (but 
more often is found left out of) the general American school curriculum. 
One example of this type of exchange is that which is taking place 
between students at Corcoran High School in Syracuse, New York, and the 
students in a school in Sierra Leone. The "Global Writers Club!! at 
Corcoran, composed of students studying French and Spanish, produced 
greeting cards with graphics which were based on West African design 
styles. They sold these eards in order to generate the funds needed to 
sponsor the building of a school in Sierra Leone. In return for their 
efforts they will receive letters, photographs and cultural artifacts 
from the students of this school in Sierra Leone. 
Conceding that Peace Corps is a program funded and supported by the 
United States government, and that all costs and expenses of PCPP {other-
than project sponsorship) are covered by Peace Corps, :it seems reasonable 
to extrapolate that the development projects undertaken through PCPP will 
only be those which have the unspoken sanction of the United Slates 
government. Furthermore, when, as an arm of U.S. foreign policy, Peace 
Corps moves heavily into certain regions as it doing today in the Central 
American nations of Honduras and Guatemala, the PCPP program might, 
however unwittingly, become and active participant in America's foreign 
policy maneuvers. 
It can be asserted that every aspect of the PCPP program is 
dependent upon the United States government. The countries and regions 
affected are determined by the government, and overhead funding 
supporting the program itse1f is provided fully by the government. Were 
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Peace Corps to be expelled fr-om a country as it has been in the past, 
PCPP's development efforts would also cease there. Conversely, if Peace 
Corps steps up its program in the country of a newly-established United 
Stales ally, that country will likely also reap the benefits which can 
accrue from the linkage of their communities with American communities 
through Peace Corps Partnership. 
PCPP, as other promoting corrnnunily links, does not claim to effect 
completely "equal" exchanges between communities. Nevertheless, the 
rhetoric of "partnership" suggests a reciprocal relationship benefjcja] 
to both parties. 
It would be cliffjc:ult to dP.terminc wh:ich partner contributes "more" 
or· "less'' to the development effort. The Third World community 
contributes fully 2fi�� of the· tot;d pn,ject. cost, which might be a 
considerable amount in terms of village economies. They also contribute 
their Libor for organization of the project as weJJ as construction or 
implementation. Furthermore, they supply their American counterparts 
with ]elters, photogn1phs and objects which repi-esent their cultun'. and 
people. Together these can amount to a great deal of time and money 
expended on the part of this conununity. 
The American partner may also have invested months of hard work to 
raise the funds needed to make a donation. In other cases the American 
partner may be a wealthy individual in search of a tax deduction, a 
foundation looking for a philanthropic outlet, or even a business. The 
contributions of these partners thus may involve more or less of a 
financial "sacrifice" depending upon precisely who the partner is. These 
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American partners are also encouraged to send letters, phot og1-aphs and 
other items to their overseas partner. So, while a PCPP partnership may 
not always involve and "equal" exchange, at least in the best. instances, 
the partnership can be said to be reciprocal. 
; 
PCPP has been quite successful in "enabling Americans to contribute 
directly to small-scale development projects in overseas communities." 
( 31) The program has enriched U1f• l i vcs of membeFs of Amer:i can and Thi rd 
World communities, and to the extent which is practically possible, the 
FelHlionships between these crnnmunities achieve reciprocity. However, the 
program is undoubtedly constr·ained by the fact that, in the end, its 
potentia1 fur ach:iev•·rnent io; subject t() tlu, v,jl} and ~vhim of Uw llni.tecl 
States government. 
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Community Aid Abroad 
A world where millions die of obesity whilP tens of millions are 
dying of hunger is safe for noone. (32) 
In 1953, Father Gerard Tucker, an Anglican priest from Melbourne, 
formed a group called "Food for Peace" which sent aid funds to a hospital 
in Uttar Pradesh, India. The money, contributed by a group of ~lderly 
pensioners living together in a convalescent home, was used to buy high 
protein food for patients in the Uttar Pradesh hospital. Following this 
initial effort, Father Tucker began to speak to other Australian groups 
about living conditions in the Third World and how they might help to 
improve these conditions. Within five years, by 1958, $10,000 had been 
conlributr~d by several different Austral j an community groups to the Food 
for Peace program. 
In 1962 Mr. David Scott succeeded Father Tucker as the direct.or of 
Food for Peace and the name of the organization was changed to Community 
Aid Abro::1d, or CAA. This change resulted from the re:~l:ization that it 
was not sufficient to hand out food to the needy; rather, it was crucial 
to enable people to help themselves to create a belier future. 
Now, in 1986, there are 180 active CAA "Groups" working throughout 
Australia in cooperation with CAA headquarters in every state. The 
organization continues to work on the Group system and the concept of 
people-to-people aid while also stressing education for Australians 
concerning the reasons for poverty in the Third World. 
CAA differs from other community links proponents in its emphasis 
not on world peace, nor simply on the successful completion of small-
scale development projects, but rather on JUSTICE. As one CAA brochure 
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states: " ... finally, that is the reason for CAA's being. Just.ice. 
Economic justice. Social justice. For an people." (33) Thus, throughout 
their literature runs a pervasive theme; a theme which originated at the 
time of the organization's name change in 1962: CAA is committed not to 
tackling the symptoms of poverty, but rather its causes. 
In accordance with this emphasis, CAA is candid in recognizing the 
possible politic al implications of their projects.. CAA stresses the 
importance of the "new political power" gained by community members 
involved in sel~-help efforts and thus the organization is willing to 
work with highly--politicized local groups. (34) CAA is concerned that its 
projects NOT be palliatives ~hich plar·atc marginalized groups. They are 
also concerned lhat their pn:ijects not bP absorbed into unjust local 
puwcr structure!·~. Fbthcr, ihcy c1l1empt to identify projects which 
empm.,.e, "Lhe poorest of UH' pucw" such that these people are able to lake 
action toward furthering their own social developmf:'nt. 
Thus, CAA stresses the need for justice and empowerment rather than-
-or as prerequisites to- -·the more common community Links goals of 
development and peace. 
CAA supports a broad range of projects including those in the fields 
of health, training, education, production, employment, agriculture and 
literacy, yet alJ of these varied projects must adhere to a set list of 
criteria. Although many of these principles are similar to those set 
forth by other col1Ill1unity links proponents such as PCPP, CAA differs in 
the more openly political positions which its criteria reveal. These 
criteria are as follows: 
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1) The project, where possible, should be of a development nature;
i.e. aimed at the liberation of people from economic and social
oppression;
2) The project should be in keeping with the wishes of the
community being assisted, and must have the active involvement
of local people or their accepted representatives;
3) The project should be aimed, as far as possible, to assist the
poorest and most exploited section of a conununity;
4) The project should lead to economic viability and should be
designed, where applicable, to stimulate the initiation bf
similar projects in the surrounding area;
5) The project must recognize the especially oppressed position
of women in most communities, and should ..• lead to their gaining
equal access to the resources of their conununity;
6) Leaders of the projects assisted must have sufficient ability
and integrity to ensure success of the project and encouragement
of the local corrununity;
71 CAA's assistance should take the form of financial aid; 
8) Projects involving the introduction of a new technology must be
relevant to the needs and capacities of the recipient community,
must be able to be sustained through local effort, and must be in
harmony with the local environment and culture.
9) The nature of the project should be such as to allow
identification by the supporting CAA Group and subsequent
assessment and reporting back to CAA.
10·; CAA efforts must be concentralt·d on development rather than 
relief projects. 
1l) Projects may be ass is lt:>d from time to t imc which art> of special 
importance because of their technological, education or 
ideolog-jcal content. Such projects may qual:ify for support even 
though some normal project requirements may be lacking. (35) 
CAA has had no difficulty in identifyini,; projects which fi1 these 
criteria. In 1985 alone the organization supported 189 projects in 19 
countries. The "costs" of these projects have ranged from as low as A$107 
to as large as A$317,000 for joint agency projects. Furthermore, the 
projects have involved small community groups, semi-governmental 
networks, and even, in a few cases, direct work with governmental 
agencies. Under each of these varied circumstances a different level and 
type of commitment on the part of CAA is required, but the organization 
has proven itself flexible enough to work effectively under all of these 
different conditions. 
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Many of the problems of the poor world can be traced to the 
excesses of the rich world. 
That's a fact many in the rich world would rather not face. 
That's a fact we want to bring home to many Australians. (36) 
CAA has always believed that our promotions should question our 
wealthy and overindulgent society and should promote real change, 
both for the poor and for the rich, if the needs of the poor are to 
be met ... New supporters join CAA with their eyes open, knowing we 
are for social change, not just for well-meaning charity. (37) 
CAA, like all other community links proponents, purports to attack 
world poverty on two fronts: in the Third World as well as in the First. 
However, few organizations stress that the causes of poverty exist on 
both of these fronts as CAA does. Indeed, CAA's educational component 
tends lo promot.e controversy. In 1985 CAA brochures displayed such 
headlines as, "Wealtli--the World's No. 1 Killer," and "Don't Waste Your 
Charity on People Like These"--headlines which mc1y have offended some, 
but which have also served to make CAA' s educational progr·am unique among 
thosE' promoling community links. Thus, the major thrust of CAA'~~ 
educational campaign is not simply awareness of the existence of poverty, 
but also a significant effort at analysis of its causes. 
CAA's educational activites are quite diverse. These include: 
1) Assistance to teachers, encouraging their inclusion of topics 
on Third World development in their curriculum. Such assistance 
may take the form of in-service courses for teachers, provision 
of classroom resources such as audio-visuals, and help with 
appropriate curriculwn development. In 1985 a newspaper entitled 
"Teachers for One World" began to be published to further assist 
teachers on an ongoing basis. 
2) Sponsorship of conferences and seminars on CAA activities and 
other matters of public concern. 
3) Provision of speakers and presentations to interested groups, 
organizations, and schools. 
4) Creation of media watch groups to monitor the press and respond 
to relevant articles via Letters to the Editor, etc. 
5) Production and broadcast of a weekly radio program called "Third 
World Magazine" which is aired over three radio stations. 
6) Production of articles, pamphlets and "Action Information 
Sheets" informing people about significant problems and issues, and 
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providing specific suggestions as to what act.ions they can take 
concerning these. 
T! Organizing study tours to countrie.s where CAA is involved to 
provide in-depth, first-hand analysis of the problems of poverty 
in the developing world. 
8) A media campaign to improve the quality of the Australian 
government's overseas aid program. 
Through these varied efforts CAA works to decrease the attitudes or 
activities of all Australians--not only those actively involved in CAA--
which may be hindering development in the Third World. Their efforts are 
comprehensive and direct, and recognize the need ·to haven citizenry wi.th 
a sufficiently sophisticated grasp of the important issues in Third World 
development, with which to intelligently take action. For CAA stresses 
that "as long as the rich remain ignorant, aid will be misdirected and 
the efforts of people to impl'OV(c> thernselvef: counteracted and rendered 
useless." (:38; 
CAA hm; no official afL1:iation with the Australian government, yet. 
the organization relies heavily on the financial support of the 
government. to carry out all of its varied activities. Inde0d, in the 
recent past as much as 30-40% of CAA's total budget has come from the 
Australian government. Perhaps surprising to Americans, however, 
acceptance of this aid money imposes no restrictions on CAA activities, 
and CAA remains the nation's leading critic of the Australian 
government's overseas aid program. 
For example, in 1984 the organization published an "Action 
Information Sheet" which boldly made such statments as: 
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Hundreds of millions of people are living in desperate poverty and 
many are dying. The Australian government's aid program cou]cl do 
much to help. But it has become ineffectual and even 
counterproductive ... Australian aid goes not to where the need is 
greatest, but to where our short-term political interests are best 
served. (39) 
Nevertheless, in 1985 and 1986 the organization continued to receive 
substantial financial support from the government which in each;year 
accounted for at least one-third of CAA's overall operating budget. 
According to CAA staff member. Jeff Atkinson, the danger in accepting 
this large amount of governmental aid lies not in possib]e political 
interference, but rather simply in the vulnerability which results from 
ovr_:rre] ianc:e on one funding source. This governmental Rid could be cut 
at any time for reasons that have nothing at all to do with CAA's 
actions, yet such a cut w()uJ,l unduublf'rlly severe.ly cripple the 
or·ganization's activities. Thus, we see from this example that thf~ 
constr;:,iints and ramificatiom; associ;:,itecl with ~-wcept.ing government a:id 
funds are quite different in the Austn1li.an setting than they are in 
America. 
In truth, al though CAA promotes "peopJ e- to-people" aid and group 
sponsorship of projects, reciprocity is not an ideal toward which they 
strive. In fact, although some CAA Groups may have a special 
relationship with an overseas community, most Groups merely receive 
feedback in the form of progress reports which are generally written by a 
member of the CAA office or field staff. What CAA Groups receive in 
return for their efforts are a host of educational and support materials 
which do not come directly from the field, but are generated through 
CAA's main offices. 
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It appears, then, that CAA's activities implicitly recognize that as 
long as foreign aid--not merely interdependence among nations··-exists, 
there will remain an inherent imbalance in the aid relationship. 
Presumably CAA would argue that the causes which require aid to be 
necessary--generally speaking, underdevelopment--must first be eradicated 
before true reciprocal relationships can be formed. Indeed, this is a 
reaffirmation of CAA's conunitment to address the causes of problems 
rather than their symptoms. 
CAA js clearly unique in the field of community links with its 
openly political and progressive public education campaign which 
its sponsors rather than praises them for their involvement. 
Furthermore, the organization's s focus much more deeply on the 
causes of underdevelopment than thosL' of other community links 
proponents. In addition, although CAA is the recipient of Australian 
government funds, such assistance poses no restrictions on their 
activities. CAA is free to work in all countries, and all regions within 
those countries, with a wide variety of indigenous groups. Lastly, the 
organization does not seek reciprocal relationships between Australian 
and Third World communities. The educational component of their program, 
which is indeed a vital ingredient, is fulfilled without the community-
to-community relationship being a reciprocal one. 
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International Development Exchange 
One of the youngest American organizations promoting connnuniiy 
links, International Development Exchange, or IDEX, was founded in 1985. 
!DEX was the final realization of an idea which had been nursed for years 
by two long-time development workers, Paul A. Strasburg and W. Anthony 
i 
Lake. Through their experiences with the United States Department of 
State, International Voluntary Services, The United States National 
Security Council and the Ford Foundation they discovered that the 
majority of agencies administering aid to Third World nations were unable 
to administer small grants to grassroots level efforts. Thus, they 
perceived that valuable community-level projects were being left unfunded 
while mi11:icms of dollars were pumped into larger development schemes. 
In addition, both Strasburg and Lake saw a great need for Americans to 
more ac:cur~1tely perceive the demands and conditions of life in the Third 
World. In IDEX they sought to develop a "structure and procedure to make 
it possible to grant small amounts of money efficiently," (40) while at 
the same time helping Americans to begin to understand the "needs, 
reality and promise!'", of global development in a tangible, meaningful 
way." (41) 
The stated goals of IDEX are, similar to PCPP, twofold. At the 
"conclusion" of each project there should be two outcomes: "The standard 
of living of a recipient community should be improved in a significant, 
long-term way," (42) and "Sponsors should have gained at least a modest 
understanding of the living conditions of their beneficiaries." (43) 
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With the employment of such ] anguagc, .it appPars that the goals and 
expect at ions for change in the Third World community are much higher than 
those expectations for the American sponsors. Furthermore, the 
organization avoids mentioning the somewhat loftier goals of other 
organizations such as world peace and global understanding. IDEX's goals 
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are for sustained, significant change in a Third World community and 
increased awareness on the part of sponsoring American groups. 
All of the projects accepted by IDEX must fulfill a specific set of 
criteria which determine what types of projecis will be undertaken as 
well as what populations might be assisted. These criteria are as 
follows: 
1 The projf:ct sliould be planned, managed and irnplempnled not by 
outsiders, but by members of the Thir-d World cormnunity who are 
actively strivini:; to improve thP.ir own general welfare. 
2; The pr·oject must improve the lives of the local poor while 
promol ing long-term econom:i c welfare and equality within the 
community. 
3) ThE· assistance requested should be for tangible goods such as 
equipment, supplies or materials. In most cases, IDEX sponsors 
wi]l not pay wages, salaries, consultancy fees or general 
administrative expenses. 
4) Project requests should not be for more than $5,000. 
5) It should be possible for the project to be completed within 
one year of the date funds are received. 
6) The project should be self-sustaining. It should not depend 
upon skills and resources not available to the connnunity. 
7) Some organization or person who is not a direct beneficiary of 
the project must agree to receive and account for grant funds 
and provide reports to IDEX and the project's sponsor on the 
project's progress. 
Thus, any project, in any field, whether it be health, agriculture, 
income-generation, education or others, which can fulfill these criteria 
will be considered for funding. The populations reached are any that 
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intenrl to undPrtake a project fulfilling these criteria, in any country, 
in all settings, rural and urban. 
It is implied in the IDEX project application, however, that IDEX 
will avoid assisting projects which favor or are controlled by powerful 
factions within a conununity, as the application probes for information as 
to who participated in the decision to undertake the project, who will 
benefit from the project, how eligibility and participation in the 
project is determined, etc. To date IDEX has had litle difficulty 
identi.fy"ir1r; projects which n1t:·r·t these critei-:ia. In its firsl year of 
operation thirteen pr·ojects were sponsor·ed in eight countries. 
Schoolrhi]clren in 1ndunesic1 and Cc,] ifornju arc work:ing together to 
buiJd a libr·ary. In Red1.,,ood City, Califor·nia, our American 
par·tm·rs will hold bal,c· S(1les and Ccff washes to raise funds for the.: 
small pr·oject that their Indonesian friends have begun. The 
Ind011esian child1·en wd] finally haVt· the library that thci1· 
community needs, and the American children will learn about life 
in c1 very different culture. In the process, children on both 
sides of the Pacific will discover new worlds. (44) 
JDEX's eclucationa1 activities stem primarily from sponsorship of 
projects. If a group is inter·ested in sponsorship they are able to 
choose a project from a roster which is continually being updated. Such 
selection guarantees that the partnership is one which is "tailor-made" 
to suit the sponsor's educational needs. For instance, school children 
in America are able lo be matched with youngsters undertaking a project 
in the Third World, or a Junior Achievement group may choose to sponsor 
an agricultural project in which a detailed production and marketing plan 
can educate them about business management in the developing world. A 
woman's group in America may choose to support the work of a woman's 
cooperative overseas. J n each cc1se the sponsors choose the project wld ch 
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will best suit their educatiomd needs. Then, through progress reports, 
photographs and possibly the exchange of other items, sponsors can begin 
to understand and appreciate another culture. 
Another aspect of IDEX's educational program lies in their heavy 
reliance on volunteers and interns. With a full-time staff of· only two 
individuals and a total yearly budget of less than $60,000 the 
organization must rely on volunteers for much of tts work. Yet 
presWTiably these volunteers receive new knowledge and insight in return 
for their contributions. For instance, every project adopted by IDEX is 
assigned 8 "pcoject representative" who takes responsibility for 
sLllesi<le evaluation of the project as well as correspondence wiih the 
projed 's field con! act. These project repn:>sentatives are usually 
n::ttffnPd Peace Corps vo1unl,:t.:>1-s ancl others with pr.i01- experience in the 
Third World who view IDEX as .one of the few opportunit es to continue 
their jnvolvernent jn Third Wor1d d('\'e]opment while living in America. For 
many of these volunteers, their monthly meetings and individual work for 
IDEX builds on an education which began while they were overseas. 
Furthermore, the IDEX staff is continually speaking to community 
groups and showing their two slide presentations in search of new 
sponsors. Even though many of these showings will not lead to 
sponsorship, they often stimulate lively and informative discussion about 
the Third World in general, and serve as informal educational forums. 
Unlike the other organizations in this study, IDEX specifically 
chooses not to seek government funding to support any facet of their 
activities. This decision pose:s a constant challenge to the organization 
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in its effort to secure funds for overhH1d expenses and sa] arj es since no 
portion of sponsorship contributions will be used for these purposes. 
Nevertheless, the organization feels that they benefit in many ways from 
their non-·t·eliance on government funds. By virtue of this stand IDEX is 
afforded the freedom and autonomy to work in all regions and nations of 
the world regardless of a country's diplomatic relations with the United 
States. Thus, the organization's operations remain free from 
restr·ictjons or mandates from any funding source. 
At IDEX Wt' believt: in tht.' pmver· of corrununities in the developing 
world to improve their lives and in the will of American 
communities to broarleu th,:ir perspect:ives. By combin:ing initi3tivc 
in the Third World with concern in the First, IDEX can make a 
d:i ff('~rencf' t hcd matt en;. ( 45 :, 
As noted previously, Lhe language of reciprocity in the IDEX 
literatun· is tE->mpereci and unpr·esumr,luom;. Whi.lc the benefit of engagillg 
in an IDEX partner-ship results in a tangible improvement for a Third 
Wor-1 cl connnunHy, lhc beneft t to the Amer.ican commun.i ty sponsoring the 
p1-oject is repeatedly put fodh as simply a "better understanding of 
internal io!la] devc•lopmer.t. '' !J(:j'; Yet one(' again, the extent and qmtlity 
of the reciprocity in an IDEX partnership depends to a great extent upon 
the specific characteristics of the groups involved. An American 
individual or a church group sponsoring a project may require only that 
progress reports and photographs of the project be sent to them, while an 
elementary school class may expect an exchange of letters, cassette tapes 
and other items in addition lo reports and photographs. 
It is interesting to note, however·, that while the language of 
"partnership" and "exchang<~" is pr-eva]ent in the IDEX literature, thP 
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Third World partners are also referred to as "recipients'' and 
"Leneficiade>s" (47) as th(•y are in more tradi1 ional ajd selt.ings. One 
is prodded to ask: is it inconsistent to refer to the same people as 
"partners" as well as "recipients"? 
At any rate, IDEX stresses not an equal exchange, but a fair one in 
i 
which "each partner contributes to the partnership by doing what it does 
best." (48) This statement allows for creative possibilities and 
experiments with new t.ypes of aid ielationships, yet it does not preclude 
the possibility of a paternalistic "donor/recipient'' relationship as that 
which some would V1f'W as the "best" for both parties. 
IDEX has achieved a remarkc1ble amount of success in its young 
l:ifet imc and preserve:'; a v,,.J nf autcmomy lhal other Am,-·rjcan 
oq;>;anizations cannot claim to Ol'in. Hmvevec, its youth may also account 
for possjL](: incon~;.i:.d.::ncies in th,, terminology :it employs, as welJ as 
i Ls apparent um, i 11 ingness or- inability to tap to the fullest extent its 
potential to make pn)gressive political statements and to wage a 
progr-essive educational cam1Jaign such as that waged by CAA. 
ANALYSIS 
We have discussed the values, philosoph:ies and techniques inherent 
in the community links approach to development in its ideal form, and 
have studied four organizations which purport to be utilizing conununity 
links in their development efforts. Clearly there is great diversity 
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among these organizations, none of which adhere to the ideal in every 
way. Yet how, specifically, do these organizations vary from the ideal 
and from ('ach other? How much V1:!r:i at ion can exist before an organ:i zation 
ceases to be employing community links-? This section will examine the 
organizations comparnlively, ::i.s~;csslng the cfr,grees of variation amonr; 
them and how such.variation is accommodated within the ideal. 
The most obviouc: clifff·n'Jwc wno11g lhc· organ z:it inm; is their size,. 
Tt is nol surprising, then, that the activities of an organization with a 
yearly operating budget of 6.6 million Australian dollars will differ 
from those of an organization existing on $56,000 annually. 
The main di fferPD('(:' which growth of an organization seems to dictate 
is the extent to which direct conununity links are maintained. For 
instance, when CAA first began its activities in the 1950's. direct group 
participation was crucial. Expansion and growth, however, have 
transformed the organization, which in 1985 had an income of 6.6 million 
Australian dollars ( 49) to a very different operation than it was thirty 
years earlier. Now CAA is able to maintain a pool of funds ready for 
project sponsorship such that when a suitable project is identified it 
can be funded immediately. I.ate,-, nn existing CAA Group is asked to 
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sponsor the project and they, in effect, reimburse CAA for its 
expenditure. Thjs CAA Group may or may not establish contact with lhe 
overseas community which it is assisting. 
Furthermore, CAA sponsorship Groups no longer always take the form 
of existing cononunities of people, such as church groups or sch?ol 
groups, who engage in activites other than those involving CAA. Now the 
majority of CAA Groups are joined together for the express purpose of CAA 
sponsorship. Ind·ividuals join an existing group c1osest to where they 
live or start a group which may be open for membership to anyone living 
in a particular area. 
In acldihon, CAA's activities have n·cent ly moved beyond the concepi 
of people-to-people aid, becoming more than just a "broker" for 
sponsorship of community·-initiatecl effurl~;. In th(! past fr:w years CAA 
has begw1 lo send Australian development experts to Aft·ica and has thus 
become :ill part an :impJemenl:ing organ:ization. While group sponsorsh.ip 
still clearly dominates CAA's efforts, the organization is also becoming 
involved in activities which look much more like those of large aid· 
giving institutions than the community links ideal. 
SCI's activites may similarly be effected by the organization's 
size. With over 350 participating American cities which are linked with 
cities in the Third World, it is impossible for the organization to 
monitor all their activities. Thus, out of these 350 links, a sizable 
percentage may be non-functional. And even of those which are active and 
functioning, the closeness and quality of the link may not be monitored. 
Thus, wh:i le ci tl zens of one American city might be learning a great deal 
about a different city's or country's social, economic and political 
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systems, another cityis citizens might only be learning that, once again, 
Amerj cans must come to the aid of "thos(• poor people in faraway places." 
In contrast to the large sizes of CAA and SCI, and in addition, as a 
result of the different emphases of their goals and strategies, PCPP and 
IDEX are able to achieve ~ore direct links between couununities. Both of 
these organizations encourage the American communities to choose the 
specific project in which they are interested, and these communities are 
assured that 100% of their contribution will be used to support that. 
pr·oject, not the organization's operating expenses. Furthermore, when a 
Third World community proposes to become involv('d i.n a PCPP or IDEX 
partnership they are made aware of their responsibility to educate their 
American partners. 
Yet ,-.hat shou1 d st up evP11 PCPP :-md TDEX fn;m expanding to the po i.nt 
that it js also difficult or evell impossible for them to maintain dir-ect 
and close commun:i 1 y Ii nks 9 Paul Strasburg of IDEX st at.<"s: 
We are not striving for expansion, but rather replication. If we 
can succeE'd .in linking sixty American communities with sixty 
conununities in the Thini World each year, we hope that others will 
view our work and deem it worthy of imitation. The IDEX model is 
unpat en t ed. ( 50; 
Community Initiation and Self-Help 
Verbal affirmations of the principle of self-help would be more 
convincing if the principle were not so often violated in practice 
and if Americans with lengthy, high-level experience with aid 
programs did not keep repeating year after year that they were 
still learning it. (51) 
Although all of the organizations purport to be helping to meet 
important needs of a Third World community, are these needs identified by 
the conununity itself, or have they been convinced of these needs by a 
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well-intentioned outsider? Does the community links approach to 
dev(0 ] opmenl. really stand out as one whj ch suppod.s primarily c:onununi t y­
grown, grassroots efforts, or is this just another farcical case in which 
the community appears to make the decisions while in reality a foreign 
aid agency retains control? 
Indeed, in terms of the SCI-TAP program this seems to be the case. 
Although two of the criteria for their program are that "the project 
should address needs that are considered important to the people or 
community assisted" (52) and that "the project should be directed toward 
1oc:a] implementation, coutn,] ::md operati on," (5=�� the fact remajns that 
proposals for SCI-TAP grants are submitted by the American partnf:r· in a 
S:ister Cilir..'s linl{ar;r·, not by the Third Wor]cl city or :instituti on. 
Fur-t.hermun�, according 1.o SCI Din�ctor of Member Seniices, Richard 
Oakland, t\ is not. ;:it ;i1l uncommon for the llSAID mission in a develop-ing 
nation to make suggestions that a cer·tain project be undertaken if they 
are aware that a city in the developing country is linked through SCI 
with a city in America. Thus, although a Third World community may 
actually initiate a project and simply request assistance from its sister 
city, who would then submit a proposal to SCI-TAP, this process is not 
the norm. Indeed, there is quite a bit of room here for the 
"ventriloquized" aid requests which are so conunon among some aid 
agencies. 
For CAA and IDEX this type of problem is rarely evident as the 
community itself must submit a proposal which asks for detailed 
information concerning how the project was selected, who participated in 
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the decision to undertake the project, who will benefit from the project., 
etc. Many of these questions are ones which only a community member 
could answer. 
In the case of PCPP, although it. is clearly emphasized that projects 
should be connnunity-initiated, self-help efforts, there is much room for 
outside influence since a Peace Corps volunteer is always involved in the 
effort, and, indeed, is the person who submits the project proposal to 
PCPP. However, if the project were one which the conununity d:id not fully 
endorse, they would probably not contribute 2590 of its cost, as is 
req11ired. This figure alone almost assures that PCPP projects will be 
ones to which a community is dedicated. 
Globed Eclund.ion/Devc]opmcnt EducaUon 
And one thing I would really like to tell them about is cult ural 
relativity. I didn't learn until I was in college about all the 
other cultures, and I should have learned about that in the first 
grHcle. A first grader should understand that his culture isn't a 
rational invention; that there are thousands of other cultures and 
they al] work pretty well; that all cultures function on faith 
rather than truth; thc1t there are lots of alternatives to our own 
society. (54: 
All of th(:' organizations studied emphas:ize the need for education of 
citizens of the First World about the Third World. Indeed, global 
education and development education have recently become catchwords which 
are conunonly used not only in educational forums, but also more generally 
in the media. Yet what are the assumptions of our four organizations 
concerning their educational campaigns, and how do these assumptions 
affect this component of their work? 
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Throughout SCI's literature runs the theme that global education, as 
carried out by SCI, will foster peace by increasing the amount of 
international communication and exchange which takes place on a person-
to-person level. Beneath this hopeful and optimistic viewpoint lies the 
assumption that world peace is attainable merely through incre.ased 
unders landing. 
Yet another interesting theme also appears in the SCI literature. 
Charles Wick, Director of USICA stresses that th� U.S. national interest 
is served by this incn'ased understandint, and M. Peter McPherson, 
Director of USAID, notes that it is important to understand the 
developing world since the U.S. is increasingly dependent on these 
cow1 l ri es for our raw materials. Furthermore, Richard Oakland states 
( h,1t I 
Whi1C' trade ckvi,1opmenl and the stimu]ation of busines'.·; an' nut the 
pt·imary pur·pose of a Sister· Cities program, new or improved trade 
relatjons can be a nulura] uy--pruduct r1f' contacts mc1dc :in the 
course of visits by Sister City groups, which in many cases include 
business leaders. (5'.i) 
The�;e statements and othe1-s reveal that gloLaJ educ�-ition is not 
merely an ideological issue and that greater awareness about all regions 
of the world is a high priority for a wide coalition of groups--many of 
those primarily concerned with the revitalization of the U.S. economy or 
the strengthening of U.S. national security. Part of SCI's educat1onal 
message is, then, that we must be knowledgable about the world to be able 
to protect our interests in it. 
What. appears to be the norm in SCI's educational campaign is not 
analysis of the problems of developing nations, but rather descriptions 
of the1r culture and society. Thus, more than promoting a deep 
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understancHng of other societies, SCI's efforts often conjure up a sort 
of folkloristic conception of these people and their cultures which may 
even serve to strengthen attitudes of charity and paternalism. 
Although increased awareness is certainly a valuable outcome in 
itself, CAA believes that this type of education does not provide an 
impetus for change--change which those at CAA believe is vital if Third 
World populations are to be liberated from economic and social 
oppression. 
Underlying CA/'1's educa.Liom.il campaign an' assumptions which are not 
generally held Ly the American organizations promoting community links. 
CAA primarily differs by assuming that we must undE:·rstand other nations 
in terms of hm·,--economically, politically and socially·--they relate to 
u~; on an inchvidua1 de:; ,·;ell as nalional scale. For thi,;; reason CAA 
stresses f?duc3!ion about the wot-ld whjch will help Australians assess hm,· 
t rH·i r act i om; and the i.r goven,ment 's ,1cti om; 1:::ffect Uw rest of the 
world. 
Sc, for instance, m1 educa-t iona I campaign whjch CAA bring;s to the 
schools is not generally of the variety which stresses how the people of 
"Country X" dress, eat, live, etc:. Rather, CAA stresses larger, all 
encompassing issues such as food flows, the world distribution of food, 
or what they call the "Three Myths about World Hunger." (56) CAA's 
educational campaign at every level--from school children to adults--
focuses not on descriptions of exotic foreign cultures and traditions, 
but rather includes penetrating analysis of the causes of poverty ru1d 
underdeve]opment. 
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Although PCPP and IDEX's educational efforts may be more closely 
monitored than those of SCI, they still appear prone to the same brand of 
descriptive treatment of Third World cultures as compared to CAA's 
analytical treatment of issues. Thus, while they plead for deeper 
understanding about the conditions of life in the Thtrd World, 'rarely do 
they call for examination of the larger issues which cause or impact upon 
these conditions. These educational efforts encourage widespread support 
of community-initiated development projects, but they may no! encourage 
action directed toward widespread, fundamental social, political or 
ec:onom.iv chf.lnp;e which might decreasr· the nf'Pd for such projects. 
All of the organizations stud.i,:-d attempt to provide a deeper and 
more rea1isti und1-rslanclini of Hi,· Third World tlmn the epjsodic, 
unso1:.histicah,d media coverage which is generally available lo Amer-ica.n 
and Australian citizens. While CAA clearly SE'E'KS to provide an education 
involving more analysis than the other organizations, they all, at the 
very least, seek to st rip people of the ''protection of unawareness." (57) 
Reciprocity 
The language of partnership employed by the stronger partner in the 
dialogue is sheer mystification because there can be no valid 
partnership without reciprocity. (58) 
Words strain, 
Crack and sometimes break under the burden, 
Under the tension slip, slide, perish, 
Decay with imprecision ... (59) 
The language of partnership, sharing, exchange, and reciprocity is 
not generally employed by CAA, but is common in the literature of SCI, 
PCPP and IDEX. Yet what is meant by these terms? Do they merely mean 
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that there is a two-way relationship among the communities or is an egua] 
exchange implied? Do both parties feel as if they jointly "own'' the 
product of the partnership or does ownership belong to one or another of 
the groups? Are these merely appealing terms to attract sponsors or are 
they played out in reality? 
In truth, an equal exchange is almost never realized by the American 
organizations, yet while the SCI-TAP program implies that the major 
burdens of projPL·t. funding and implementation will be borne by the 
Americans, in the cases of PCPP and IDEX it is the Third World community 
which appe,-irs to hear th:i s burden. 
Concerning the issue of reciprority in its technical assistance 
prognun, SCI states th:1t "thf' number and nature of c:,.;c·h,mges between the 
b'Y'o cities is likely to be unequal. •· (60) It seems thal SCI believes that 
the American cit.y "gives" the most in this program sirw,, they supply the 
manpower needed for technical assislance and receive in return, at the 
most, cultural enrichment. Considering, howevPr, that the SCI--TAP 
program is largely funded by USAID, the actual monetary expenditures 
imparted by the American city could be quite small. Nevertheless, an 
exchange of technical information is viewed as more substantial than an 
exchange of cultural information and thus the American city is viewed as 
the more vital partner in this type of Sister City relationship. 
PCPP attempts to avoid situations which might create a 
"donor/recipient" type of relationship by requiring a substantial 
commitment from the Third World community. This community provides the 
direction and planning for the project, the land and land title (if 
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appropriate), labor to implement the pcoject, the energy and conunitment 
to mc.1intain a cultural exchange with their American partners, as well as 
the funding of 25% of the project's cost. Certainly the An)erican partners 
in a PCPP exchange must realize that the Third World conununity's 
contribution is the driving force behind the project.although the 
i 
American community's contribuU on is also crucial.. Thus, although the two 
communities may not contribute "equally" in the sense that their 
contributions of lime, funds and energy are not. the "same", nevertheless, 
they both contribute substantially. 
Although IDEX c!oE·s not require that a Third World community fund 25~.; 
of a project's cost, their expectations for what the two matched 
communiUes w.ill contribul.1:· at·f• similar to the PCPP program. They state 
c] early that, 
While people in I.he developing world contribute the planning, 
management, labor and energy needed to complete and maintain a 
projecl, American groups can assist by providing resources which 
are out of reach for Third World communities. (61) 
Ecwh partner con1dbutes what it js best equipped to contribute, and 
presumably each, by virtue of choosing to engage in the partnership, 
believes that they will also receive something of va]ue. Thus, an IDEX 
exchange, similar to that of PCPP, involves a reciprocal relationship. 
Whether or not there is an "equal" exchange, however, is probably 
impossible to determine. 
While CAA supports community links, they do not purport to establish 
"partnerships." And although the communities involved in their program 
receive something of value by virtue of their involvement, they do not 
necessarily receive this from one another. The financial aid which Third 
World communities receive usually comes from a particular Australian 
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community, but where technjca1 assistance is involved as it 1s in a 
port ion of CAA' s projects, this support \comes directly from CAA. 
Likewise, although an Australian community may receive progress reports 
and photographs from the community with which they are matched, they 
recieve most of their information about the Third World and issues of 
development from CAA directly. Each community gives and receives, but 
th(�i r relationship is not "reciprocal." 
Outcomes 
It appc,ffs, then, th,d. nom' of the organizations studied practice a 
"pun·" form of corruuun i ty 1 inks. Each organization has certain strengths 
ju,.:;l ci�; cad1 has wcalrn(-''.;s,·o;, and C'a<·h yields a particular product. Yet 
wli;:it kinds of outcomc·s must often tend to be p1-oduced by those practicing 
cunununit:, 1inks0 Wkil kinds of <ontr:ibutions can and do these outcomc;:; 
make to the field of Third World deve]opment0 And hmv do these diffe1-
from thosP of orga11.izat.ions employing other strategies for development0 
Perhaps that which one notices first about the outcomes of community 
links efforts is that they generally result in very small projects, often 
ones which are not linked to other similar projects, and which usually do 
not cost more than $5,000 to implement. The most common projects 
undertaken involve improvement or construction of water systems, building 
of educational facilities, and start-up of small-scale agricultural 
projects. 
Wjth the massive problems faced by hundreds of millions of citizens 
of the Third World it is easy to regard these efforts as insignificant in 
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that they effect only a small number of people in marginal ways. Yet the 
incredjble success rate for these projects as well as the fact that they 
almost always are of direct, tangible benefit to the communities which 
they effect, cannot easily be dismissed. 
As currently practiced, this strategy is one which tends to yield 
slow, gradual, incremental change. So while 500 links may result in a 
small, yet significant amount of change in the lives of a tiny minority 
of Thjrd World cit j7ens, with rep1icat ion of tlwsfs efforts one cannot 
understimate the potential impact of 500,000 such links. This, of 
course, will not happen overnighi, but it could happen in a matter of a 
very few years or deco.des. That so many aid organizations feel it 
.impcn1Livc to produce quicl,, momPntous results is one r·eason �,hy trlH·' 
development often does not take place. The conununity links approach 
avoids th·is pilf:111 u.l!d lt·n.1�: rno1c ofl('fl lo succeed in its efforts. 
A more penetrating criticism of the outcomes of this approach may be 
that c:omm11nity Jjnks, alonr; \vi!h most other development strategies, still 
tend to result in pr·oducts which fail to addr·ess, change or in any way 
eff ec: t the sourct'S and causes of poverty and unclerdeve 1 opment. 
Specifically, the community links approach is criticized as just another 
"fad" offering a new technique, while its ultimate aim or goal (simply 
the generic "Third World development") remains constant, and constantly 
inarticulated. Thus, the approach often glosses over the importance of 
the reduction of power differences in Third World societies, as well as 
among Third and First World nations. Critics claim that without 
addressing this power issue community links is destined, in the long 
term, to fai] in its effort tu l.iberatc peopl0 from situations whjch 
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breed poverty and oppression. The end-:products of this approach become 
palliatives which placate the poor with a new well or a new school while 
the elite-controlled power structures which insidiously dominate and 
oppress them remain firmly entrenched. They may realize "productivity" 
but very Ii l tle "development." 
Indeed, this is a valid criticism, yet more valid in terms of the 
work of some organizations than others. While the SCI-TAP program seems 
particularly prone to working through hierarchical, power-dominated 
structures with dubious degrees of participation, CAA's activities 
consciously and st.1·jdenily avoid ihis dynam:ic. Indeed, in evaluating 
their projects and others, CAA encourages its Groups to ask: 
Is it c1 "non-political" pn.igramrne \vh:ich wil] actually be absorbed 
into an unjust local power· structure? Or does it face up to the 
local social and political realities? (62' 
Thus, fnr CAA genuine.' devr~ lopmPnl necessarily includes changes in 
relationships among p0op]e and in lheir power to control their resources. 
While PCPP and IDEX do not specifically address the issue of power, 
the:ir projects, as conununily-·planned, in:itiated and implemented 
endeavors, foster the growth of a social process which can help to 
enhance power over the self. Through participatory, self-help efforts 
such as those which PCPP and !DEX support, people join together to build 
social, economic and political organizations which serve them. In this 
process people "unite to acquire the knowledge and techniques they need 
to develop their resources and free themselves from hunger, disease and 
ignorance." (63) Through such unified action, these development 
activites and processes become no less "neutral" than the processes which 
alienate, exclude and oppress people. The efforts promoted through 
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community links often result in individual and community empowerment--and 
this is not neutral. 
Obtaining "development" by means of this slow, difficult process may 
not be the most "exciting" route to mass empowerment. In the words of 
Guy Gran: 
It certainly requires alot more time, work and trouble than 
collecting some disgruntled mid-level army officers and shooting up 
the President's palace ... But if one's goal is not power per se but 
a democratic society and economy, one cannot expect to get there in 
any foreseeable time frame (say 15 to 30 years) without laying the 
groundwork wherein the mass of people develop democratic culture, 
abilities and aspirations, and the habits of continuous 
citizenship. (64) 
These processes and habiis are precisely what community links have the 
ability to promote. 
Perhaps the most unique aspect of the community links approach is 
its effort to achieve change in the First World as well as the Third 
World. The "outcomes" of th-is approach, then, should exist not only in 
the Third World, but in the First World as well. An underlying 
assumption of community links is a "recognition of our frightening and 
unasked for unity" (65)--a recognition that many of the problems and 
conditions in the Third World can be traced to causes and actions in the 
First World. This is an assumption which does not generally underlie 
efforts by those promoting other strategies for development. Yet what 
kinds of changes in the First World can realistically be expected? Is 
conununity links just another attempt to assuage white American guilt with 
the illusion that we are "helping", and as a result achieve an 
"unjustified optimism about the process of change and development [in the 
Third World] and the impact which we can have on those processes"? (66) 
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Robert Packenham explains in terms. of America that, 
American history has not been propitious from the point of view of 
enabling Americans to understand and appreciate the need in Third 
World countries for accumulating power and authority ... (67) 
In fact, Americans have had an "excessively dogmatic liberal tradition" 
( 68) which has led to profound misconceptions about how poli tic�d and
economic development should take place in developing nations. Yet the 
same inarticulate liberal assumptions which all ow· for these 
misconceptions may also be those which stimulate Americans to "get 
involved." Is it bettec, then, for Americans to be jnvolved :in Ttdrd 
Wodd development thr-ough such efforts as community links if their 
involvement stems from thj�; n,1ive liberal tradi Lion, or should they 
simply not be involved? More eloquently stated by Packenham: 
Can we Amerjcans transcend the litwral trad:it:ion7 Fqua11y 
importantly, can we do so without abandoning all that is worth 
sa\'ing in it--wh:ich is to say ,J great clea1 7 (69) 
The answer to thi.s seeming-ly rhetorical qllf�stion may lie in thf' 
educ·ationa] work of CAA. CAA proves that citizens of the First World 
need not be fed a watered-down, emasculated, primarily descriptive 
educ:atjon about the Third World. Rathe1-, an education which requires a 
capacity for analysis and deep understanding is feasible. Still, just as 
the community links activities which lead to empowerment in the Third 
World imply a long, slow process, the activities which bring about true 
understanding in the First World will also require time, energy and 
patience. Equipped with these, the outcomes of community links in the 
First World can transcend charity, naivete and attitudes of paternalism. 
Indeed, if organizations promoting community links can provide a 
penetrating, analytical education for First World citizens, their 
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outcomes jn the First World will be no less v:itf-11 1han those occurrine :in 
the Third World. Conversely, if this education remains shallow, allowing 
for the perpetuation of naive assumptions about development, community 
links could become at best "just another fad"; and at worst, a fraud. 
CONCLUSION 
As the developing nations of the world forg-e.ahead in their drives 
to industrialize, they will undoubtedly continue to seek and receive 
assistance from the World Bank, USAID and various agencies of the United 
Nations. They will also continue to press for large structural changes, 
such as alterations in the IntermiL:iom.ll Eeonomic Order, which the 
organizations promoting community links cannot hope to influence. At the 
same t jme, however, the poor- major-i t.y of these countries will cont :i nue to 
rely upon those people and organizations experienced in promoting 
community ]eve] change lo ht,}p them effect slow, gradtrnl improvements in 
their lives. 
Community links, once regarded as a utopian approach to development, 
has proven itself to be infinitely more efficient and practical than the 
large-scale, top-down development models used by a majot'ity of aid 
agencies whose efforts are focused solely on change in the Third World. 
Conununity links is one of the few approaches which acknowledges global 
interdependencies and the need for cooperative action on the part of all 
citizens in our interconnected world. Admittedly, it is also a strategy 
which is not yet refined in many ways and whose practitioners, such as 
the four organizations studied, are still, lo a Jarge extent, working 
separately without a great deal of exchange and interaction. Yet 
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conununi ty links is ODf' of the few approaches to Third World dPveJopment 
whjch has even modest potent..inl for Lring:ing about nE·1<.1 ]eve1s of 
consciousness among people in the Third World as well as those in the 
First, which might result in significant, long-lasting change. I 
reiterate: community links is a strategy for "the hard-nosed utopian, not 
the bleeding heart, the bureaucrat. or the businessman," (70) and above 
all, it is a strategy which can work. 
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